Roman Armour (Cuirass)
This is a Three-Step Project
1.
2.
3.

The two armour plates and shoulder guards are made first,
and allowed to dry fully (24 hours, or use a hair dryer or the
sun to speed up the drying)
Then the armour and shoulder guards are assembled and
painted.
The optional accessories are made, painted and glued to the
armour

Supplies
1. Paper mache paste (homemade recipe or purchased)
2. Newspaper, paper bags, paper, cut into strips
3. Full cardboard box plus more cardboard pieces
4. Marker/sharpie
5. String, ribbon, or similar
6. Masking tape
7. Duct tape
8. Glue (I used a hot glue gun*)
9. Scissors
10. Single hole punch
11. Acrylic paint or spray paint
12. Paintbrushes
13. Hairdryer (to speed drying if you wish)
*Recommend parental supervision for hot glue gun use
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PART 1: Armour Plates and Shoulder Guards
1. Make your paste
2. Cut paper into strips
i. Cut strips wide, narrow, long, short etc
ii. Cut more strips than you think you
might need
3. Open up a cardboard box and slide it on
your body
4. Choose one that fits around your torso, as
my trusty dressform Miss Bianca shows here

5. Cut the box in two like this diagram so there
are two separate pieces
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6. Lay down with natural box flap crease at
your armpit
7. Mark your shoulder and neck

8. Follow your marks, draw this shape below
Start the arm hole an inch or so
below the natural cardboard box
flap crease. For a larger view to help
visualize see #9

9. Cut it out along the lines. It should look
about like this, and fit around the neck.

10. Use the first one as a template, and do the
same for the second piece.
11. You should have two identical pieces
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12. Decide how long you want the armour to
be (usually just below your waist)
13. Cut the box off at the bottom where you
want, and curve the edges.

14. Do the same for the second piece
15. You should now have two identical pieces
that look like this

16. To make the side straps, cut straps like
this. You can just guess or use the template
suggestion in #17

17. Follow these measurements and cutting
lines if you want
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18. Repeat this on the other side
19. You will now have to breast plate pieces

20. Shoulder guards: cut out a large piece
that fits over the shoulder like this
(depending on your shoulder size)
For example, I made mine 12.5”x6” to fit
over my trusty Miss Bianca

21. Cut out three more pieces, a little narrower
than your original large piece

22. Layer the pieces so they overlap and tape
them together
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23. Now paper mache the two breast plate
pieces and two shoulder pieces
24. Dip a strip of paper into the paste
25. Using your fingers, gently squeeze the
excess off

26. Layer the two breast plate pieces 2-3 times
each (not too thick or it won’t dry properly)

27. Paper mache the shoulder pieces

28. Allow everything to dry fully, 24 hours
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PART 2: Assemble Armour and Paint
29. Paint the two armour plates (I used silver
metallic spray paint)

30. Make two shoulder tabs:
Measure the width of the shoulder
Make the tabs about 5” long

31. Tape the shoulders together using the tabs
32. Don’t tapt too tightly, allow for adjustment
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33. Try on the armour, adjust the shoulder
tabs if needed
34. Lightly tape the side buckles to try the fit

35. If you are happy with the fit, it’s time to
glue the shoulder plates onto the shoulders
36. Decide where to place it (maybe lightly
mark where)
37. Lightly curve the shoulder plate, hot glue*
the underside, and hold it down where you
marked it
i. Hold the shoulder plates down well
until the glue cools

38. When the glue is cool, tape the shoulder
plates on the underside of the shoulders
well
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39. Once you have checked the fit of the side
straps (shorten if needed), glue them in
place on the front and back (I used hot
glue*)
TIP: Hold them in place until the glue
cools
OPTIONAL: Depending on the fit of the
whole breast place, you could Velcro the
straps instead to make it easier to get in
and out of
40. Once the glue cools, tape the straps down
on the underside
You can finish here or make the final details
(the details make it look just that little bit
extra great!)
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PART 3: Optional Details
41. Details: Roman armour was made of
plates, leather, buckles or brass/metal
hinges and tied together in the center

42. Cut 10 small pieces like in this photo
i. I made them around 1.5”x2.5”
43. Paint them, and hole punch in the center
close to one edge
26. Cut another 16 a little longer (1.5”x3”)

44. Cut a rectangular piece of cardboard,
depending on your breastplate size.
i. Mine here is 11”x5”
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45. Glue the 10 hole punched one like this
46. Thread string, ribbon or whatever you have
through it
47. Glue it to the center of the front armour
plate

48. Glue the remaining painted pieces on the
straps, shoulder pads like this
TA DA! Now you are ready to re-enact
history! Or make more paper mache!
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